Economic disadvantages/lack of resources among communities of color

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL
QUALITY EDUCATION

-Natalia Rivera
Quality education ensures inclusive and equitable education and promotes lifelong learning opportunities for all children.

The part of the world our project is focused on is the surrounding schools and areas near us which is Cicero, IL United States.

Quality education gives students the opportunity of having the proper supplies and equipment that they need for school.

-Yailine Larios
COVID-19 has impacted quality education on sports because it didn't allow practices to be completed or seasons to even start. Teammates no being able to meet without being exposed to the virus.

Evidence Locally: "Fitness centers include settings like health clubs, yoga studios, group fitness classes, recreation centers, and dance studios.; Patrons in these facilities must remain masked and physically distant when possible."

Evidence: Mexico: "Dr. Juan Luis Mosqueda Gómez, an infectious diseases specialist at the University of Guanajuato in Mexico, added: “Mexico is near the chaos; we are just lagging a bit behind everyone else."
Make fund schools a priority; funding is a big part of quality education because it helps improve student's achievement and give the schools have more curriculum options. According to soeonline.american.edu “Just about every state in the country spends more to house the average inmate than it does to educate the average elementary/secondary student.”

Invest more resources to support the families of color with low income, having more resources for those in need can lead them to a better future and life.

Support teachers financially, teachers are a big part of the educational community; some even take time out of their days to support students. According to www.faireconomy.org “offering higher salaries and benefits for teachers to improve retention.” meaning to increase the prevention of losing teachers.

-Lesly Gonzalez
Project 214 is a non-profit organization that promotes the benefits of local and global education. We do this by providing tangible resources that alleviate the effects of poverty while raising up local community leaders to partner with us in our pursuit to improve lives. - Sofia Gonzalez, Founder of Project 214

We contacted a non-profit organization that is fighting for quality education all around the world in order to find more ways that we can help with this SDG.

It's your teacher Mrs. G. here. We are so excited that your group has decided to partner with us. Some immediate ways to get the partnership started is to:
- Follow us on our socials @project214 and invite others to follow FB, Twitter, Instagram
- Browse our website to get to know our vision and mission and vibe www.project214.net
- Consider volunteering to find ways to garner children’s books in English/Spanish, reusable feminine products
- Consider purchasing a T-shirt on our website promoting our Her Turn Campaign
- Consider discussing the extent of your volunteering and whether you can commit to volunteering for future endeavors, etc.

We look forward to hearing from you! :)

-Yailine Larios and Natalia Rivera
VIDEO

GOAL 4 QUALITY EDUCATION
Make sure every child gets a quality education

- Lesly Gonzalez
**What do I bring to the table?**

One thing I could do is bring more attention to it like speaking out to the school system. Working on saving money for good equipment and keeping the one we have in good condition. Expanding knowledge about good and efficient practices for students. Working on gathering people to gather up funds.

-Cristal Perez

Something that can be done to bring more attention to the topic of Quality education is talking more about it on our social media platforms, not only that but also informing the one's around us who aren't aware of the problems it can cause on a student when not given the proper resources and equipment needed for their education.

-Yailine Larios

Some of the ways that I could help to accomplish this SDG would be by help others to acknowledge and address overcrowding, talk with representative that could help to make funding schools a priority, raise standards for teachers, and put classroom-running and curriculum-building decisions in the hands of the community because there's no one who cares more about our future than us.

-Natalia Rivera

A way that I can help bring awareness to this topic of Quality Education is by joining organizations that can help our community schools especially those with low income. I will also ask our community for opinions on what should be done to decrease the lack of good education because they deserve the right to speak up on what's best for them and their children based on their livings.

-Lesly Gonzalez
overall, we had 40 responses from the people, this is what the people had to say:

-Lesly Gonzalez
Soccer Player

Swimmer and waterpolo player

Track and crosscountry player

-Natalia Rivera
Zoom call slides
QUALITY EDUCATION!

Ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote lifelong learning

-Natalia Rivera
Education liberates the intellect, unlocks the imagination and is fundamental for self-respect. It is the key to prosperity and opens a world of opportunities, making it possible for each of us to contribute to a progressive, healthy society. Learning benefits every human being and should be available to all.

- Natalia Rivera

QUALITY EDUCATION

Economic disadvantages/lack of resources among communities of color
By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes.
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected people regardless of nationality, level of education, income or gender. But the same has not been true for its consequences, which have hit the most vulnerable hardest.

While the long-term impact of the crisis is uncertain, the pandemic affected public spending on education as funds are diverted into the health sector and the economy.

In the United States, 11% of public expenditure was devoted to education before the pandemic.

Some countries have introduced short-term support measures:
- Supply of digital learning devices
- Financial support to students and schools
- Funds for safety and cleaning equipment

-Natalia Rivera
Morton 201 Population

- **8200** Students
- **980** Staff

Total number of Morton employees with COVID-19 positivity in the 2021-2022 school year.

**104**

Total number of Morton students with COVID-19 positivity in the 2021-2022 school year.

**351**

-Natalia Rivera
THANKS!
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-Natalia Rivera